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OMG NATIONAL
Our Solutions. Your Success.
DEAR TOW BOSS,

Welcome to the exclusive OMG NATIONAL TOW BOSS promotional item catalog. Here you will find an impressive selection of proven promotional items for your towing and recovery operation.

After 25 years of serving the Towing Industry, as well as producing AMERICAN TOWMAN-TV, we had an opportunity to purchase a company that has a 60-year heritage of providing printed items for FIRE CHIEFS and POLICE DEPARTMENTS. I thought, what a great way to extend this “FACTORY DIRECT” business model to our favorite FIRST RESPONDERS, our towing friends!

We invite you to draw on our experience in marketing, and our intimate knowledge of the towing industry, to help you select the right promotional items to further build your brand, create customer awareness, stimulate sales, and generate some goodwill along the way.

Please enjoy the catalog, visit our website at towmanmarketing.com and of course, give us a call to discuss your specific needs and objectives!

To Mutual Success,
Michael Rappaport
Chief Creative Officer, OMG National
Co-Executive Producer, American Towman-TV

OMG NATIONAL
1801 N Pine Island Road
Suite 200 Plantation, FL 33322
800.789.4619
omgnational.com

• Reputation Management • Videos
• Website Development • SEO
• Mobile Websites • Social Media
• On-Hold Messages • Effective PPC Management

MORE
• CASH CALLS
• CONTRACT WORK
• ONLINE LEADS & ACTIVITY
Towers rely on tools to get the job done, and what better way to thank your drivers, customers, staff and prospects than with a practical, PERSONALIZED gift to get the job done!

**Car Escape Tool with Dynamo Light**
A lifesaver, and who better to remind motorists?

Our car escape tool comes in an easy-grip, hammer shape with a point designed to break vehicle window glass. Breathe a little easier when you use the blade stored in the handle to cut seatbelts with ease. Choose from either the standard or upgraded model, which comes with a turn-crank, dynamo light. (OMG-TL001, OMG-TL002)

**THE Utility Knife**
A cut above the rest, like you!

Cut up the competition with our 6” utility knife which combines the versatility of a pocket knife with the benefit of a second free blade stored in the handle ready. Promote your cutting-edge equipment and services. (OMG-TL008)

**Swiss-Army like Multi-Purpose Knife**
There when they need it, just like you!

Remind your customers of your versatility with a personalized Multi-Purpose, 5-function knife that includes scissors, nail file, a toothpick and tweezers. Available in Radiant Red or Blazing Blue with single or dual imprint. (OMG-TL006)

**Tire Pressure Gauge**
You already take care of so much pressure! A welcome addition to anyone’s vehicle.

Ideal for everyone from mechanics to commuters, our 50 PSI tire gauge includes a metal barrel with plastic cap. Remind customers of your business whenever they have to check their tire pressure. (OMG-TL003)

**6-In-One Screwdriver**
SCREW IT! Think of the people you can say “go screw yourself” with this personalized gift!

For tow-operators, versatility is everything. This quality American-made 6-in-1 screwdriver features a set of differing screw heads of all sizes including a standard, Phillips, and Hex drivers. (OMG-TL004)

**OMG Mini Tool Light**
Lighten up a customer with this promo!

This practical and versatile tool comes with a twist function to turn on/off, and also includes 2 flat and 2 Phillips head screwdriver bits which can be inserted into the lens socket or stored in the case. (OMG-TL005)

**One ‘N Done**
Stop looking for the perfect gift. ONE ‘N Done does it all!!!

This laser engraved key ring does it all just like you! This “Medium Duty” pocket knife features a stainless steel fold-out knife blade, can opener, slotted screwdriver/bottle opener, corkscrew and Phillips head screwdriver. Available in blue, red, grey and black. (OMG-TL007)

**Order More & Save!**

**MULTIPLE COLOR OPTIONS**

**800.789.4619 • TOWMANMARKETING.COM**
The TOW BOSS Flashlight
Outshine the competition!
Give your customers a promotional tool that's great for everything from power outages to camping trips with the TOW BOSS Flashlight. The TOW BOSS flashlight illuminates via a single LED bulb operated via a push button, and includes a wrist strap for ease-of-carry. Available in black, white or yellow. Make the TOW BOSS part of your corporate face now! (OMG-TL012)

Rubberized Torch Light with Strap
Let there be LIGHT and lots of cash calls!
The OMG 4” Rubberized Torch Light with Strap has an easy-grip rubber finish for comfort, and operates via a push button at its base that controls the 9 bright white LED lights. Available in a variety of colors to match your fleet. (OMG-TL011)

Car Charging Flashlight
Clever and Cool!
Don’t ever be left without light! OMG’s unique, compact aluminum flashlight with ultra-bright LED bulbs never needs batteries. Simply plug this flashlight into your vehicle’s power outlet and you can have light anytime you need it. This clever promotional product features one ultra-bright LED bulb with an added blinking function as well as overcharge protection. Available in red, blue or silver, and comes with laser-engraving options. (OMG-TL014)

Multi-Purpose Tool and Flashlight
A Practical, Popular Promotion
Provide a practical promotional item that will set you apart! Our multi-purpose tool and flashlight comes with small and medium size reversible flathead and Phillips head bits compatible with the magnetic port. Available in silver-black, blue, red or charcoal translucent trim. (OMG-TL010)

The Rotator
Ready for the Job!
Serious marketing requires a serious tool. Turn heads with the OMG Rotator Flashlight head that rotates 360 degrees, and operates via a slide switch on its side. The spring-action clip lets you attach the Rotator to your belt so you can carry it anywhere. Available in Orange, Blue, Yellow or Silver. (OMG-TL013)
Let your logo ride with your customers! Promote your company with the OMG AUTO COLLECTION. Gifts that people remember, keep and use as your calling card!

The Promoter Plate Holder
Plastic Raised Copy and Classy Design
Your campaign will be riding high with the Plastic Raised Copy License Plate Frame! This fantastic frame remains popular due to its appealing “hang copy” and imprint size. Available in black or white, and with frame designs for all 50 states, this giveaway is perfect for any business or event. (OMG-AC002)

Auto Floor Protectors
The Extra Mile Marketing Tool
Who wouldn’t be impressed with this attention to detail? Imagine the look on their faces when they see you treating their vehicle better than they do! Go all the way in demonstrating your professionalism and regard for your customer’s vehicles with full four-color imprints! Imprint area is 21.25” x 16.25”. (OMG-AC006)

Thin Panel License Plate Frames
Your Rolling Revenue Generator
Looking for a promotional product that will “drive” your business forward? Look no further than the Thin Panel License Plate Frame. This 12 3/8” x 6 5/16” license plate frame is made in the USA from heavy duty plastic. The traditional style design features 4 holes and is imprinted on 2 panels. Give them to both loyal and prospective customers, and of course, use them for your own fleet! (OMG-AC003)

License Plate Insert
Be like the BIG BOYS with your own plate!
19 STATES allow a promotional plate up front! If you’re one of the lucky 19, may we suggest a custom License Plate Insert? This 28 mm Styrene License Plate Insert is a stylish and affordable way to put your company name on your fleet, and the front of customer’s cars and trucks. (OMG-AC001)

Full Color Thin Panel License Plate Frames
For the Market Leader Only
A stand-out plate frame for the serious promoter. We have these digitally-printed frames in dozens of franchised car dealerships nationwide. When only the best will do, go FULL COLOR and enhance your campaign! (OMG-AC004)

Aluminum Promotional Plate
Let’s do this!
More than just a license plate, it’s longevity in advertising! Manufactured from recycled aluminum, promote your business or simply make a statement with this metal embossed plate, perfect for both indoor and outdoor use. Let your plates do the talking! (OMG-AC005)

Call for Pricing!
Auto Collection

Rectangle Trailer Hitch Cover
Don’t tolerate a naked hitch!
Spread your message all over the country with this black rectangle trailer hitch cover! Designed to fit over standard 2” square trailer receivers, each cover has a clear polyurethane coating dome over your custom imprint to keep it looking brand new. (OMG-AC007)

CLIP-DADDY Vent Mount
As Seen on AMERICAN TOWMAN-TV
Easily mount your phone to your car’s air-conditioning vent for convenient viewing and access. Adjustable, non-skid rubber grips slide to securely hold smartphones with GPS navigation for hands-free visibility while driving. Insert and remove phone quickly with one hand. (OMG-AC008)

Diamond Plate Jelly Sticky Pad
Diamond Plate ROCKS!
The Diamond Plate Jelly Sticky Pad magically holds an iPhone, Android, pen, key chain, sunglasses, and more to your car or truck dashboard or console without the use of a magnet or adhesive. Imprint your logo on this patented pad that leaves no sticky residue behind! (OMG-AC009)

USB Single Port Car Charger
We live in a USB world!
The USB Single Port Car Charger provides 5V/1A output and is compatible with smartphones and USB devices. Constructed from ABS plastic, this universal adapter is compact in design, fits into standard cigarette lighters and is an efficient way of keeping your electronic devices charged while on the road. A great custom-printed giveaway that will have your customers thinking of you with gratitude every time they use it. (OMG-AC010)

Cup Holder Coasters!
Eliminate Drips and Profit!
Use this awesome marketing tool to coast your way towards a successful campaign. Protect your cup holder from messy drips with our coasters that feature an innovative thumb design for easy removal. With beautiful full color graphics, add your logo to create a gift for any occasion. (OMG-AC011, OMG-AC012, OMG-AC013)
Vent Stick Car Air Freshener
I Smell Success!
The most SCENT-SATIONAL air freshener! The OMG Vent Stick slides gently inside your vehicle’s air-conditioning vent as a non-obstructive air freshener, and is a highly visible and effective promotional item for your towing company! (OMG-AC014)

Small Ice Scraper With Visor Clip
Neither Rain, Nor Snow…Prepare your customers for the winter months with this Small Ice Scraper with Visor Clip! Our scraper measures 2 3/4” x 5 1/2”; features break-resistant plastic material, and the scraping edge will not mark glass. Don’t forget, OMG will include a personal message or your company name or logo. (OMG-AC017)

The Scent-O-Matic
Long-Lasting Car Air Freshener
The Scent-O-Matic, with full color decoration, provides LONG LASTING SCENT that can last up to 90 days! Choose from two shapes and three available scents: New Car, Fruit Basket, and Fresh Rain. Add brilliant full color Fireglaze graphics with your logo professionally printed. (OMG-AC015, OMG-AC016)

9” x 12” Personalized Litter Bags
Dozens of Designs!
Express your gratitude for your customers with our personalized 9” x 12” litter bags! Our litter bags are made of 2.0 mil low density polyethylene plastic and come with a front opening and 3/4” die cut hole for convenient-carry! We also provide fully-customized customer appreciation themes with your logo! (OMG-AC018, OMG-AC019, OMG-AC020)

Refresh Your Car Cleaning Wipes
Custom logo imprinting!
Your customers will love how easy and handy these wipes work to give any car that “new car” scent! The easiest way to clean vinyl, plastic, aluminum, and stainless steel; our car wipes also double as an effective sanitizer for use in the interior of your car: on the dashboard, door handles, cup holders and steering wheel! Packaging includes a fold-over card with custom imprinting available on both sides! (OMG-AC021)

ORDER MORE!
COMBINE PRODUCTS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS

audio • video • web • marketing • promo items
800.789.4619 • TOWMANMARKETING.COM
The OMG DRINKWARE COLLECTION gives you an opportunity to refresh your brand in a unique and lasting way! With price points for all budgets and quick turnaround, make OMG the logical choice.

32 oz. Car Cup Jewel Tumbler
Big Gulp Size
Drink it all in with a promotional product perfect for your next marketing campaign! Top-rack dishwasher safe, our 32 oz. Jewel Tumblers are made from durable plastic and have a tapered bottom to fit snugly in a car’s cup holder. Tumblers include matching straws and lids, and are available in 6 jewel-toned colors. (OMG-DW001)

16 oz. Coffee Tumbler
Tumble your way to morning success!
Looking for a special giveaway to class-up your next event? Our cup-holder-friendly tumbler features double wall insulation, a high-gloss plastic exterior, plastic inner wall and a 4-station thumb-slide lid. (OMG-DW005)

17 oz. Mood Stadium Cup
I'm in the MOOD for a cash call!
In the “mood” for a fun giveaway? This 17 oz. Mood Stadium Cup is made of durable plastic and changes color with ice-cold liquids. Ideal for outdoor events, company picnics, festivals or competitive events. (OMG-DW003)

28 oz. Cycle Bottle
See you at the Tour D’Towing!
Fitness enthusiasts will love the 28 oz. cycle bottle, featuring a push and pull cap and a wide mouth opening. This awesome product fits most bike bottle-holders and is effective at keeping tow-truck drivers hydrated during a recovery! (OMG-DW002)

26 oz. MODERN Flair Bottle with Flip Straw Lid
Your customers will appreciate this branded thirst quenching gift!
Is your fleet modern? Is your dispatch state of the art? Then there is no question about it, your company is made for our Modern Flair Bottle with Flip Straw Lid! (OMG-DW006)

MUG Full Color Ceramic Mug
Coffee or Tea? Adding your brand is the key!
Our mugs feature a full color wrap on a white ceramic mug with your logo or a picture of your truck or fleet. This 11 oz. white handle mug is dishwasher and microwave safe under normal household use. (OMG-DW004)

14 oz. Clear Acrylic Tumbler
The Clear Option For Your Next Event
The 14 oz. clear acrylic tumbler fits cup holders and features a black lid, liner, double wall insulation, and full color digital insert that can be customized to your preference. (OMG-DW007)

Call for Pricing!
Your commercial accounts will eat these up. Your prospects will always remember you. Your general customers will be appreciative. Get promoting with the OMG OFFICE ESSENTIALS collection.

The Wrapper Pencil
Kids love them!
Wrap up your next marketing campaign with a customized writing instrument to hand out at tradeshows and conferences! These Wrapper pencils are a great way to expand your message whether you choose full or partial barrel imprint. (OMG-ES001)

Smoothly Metallic Grip
Classy and Quick!
Stand out with the Smoothy Metallic Grip pen, featuring a cool metallic finish, polished chrome accents and black trim with a large, soft rubber grip. Choose from five metallic finishes and customize with your logo for maximum visibility. (OMG-ES003)

The Icon
You need it when?
This iconic ballpoint pen features smooth curves on a solid white barrel with matching trim colors. Match your fleet and hand out these inexpensive, yet quality pens to all your clients on every call. (OMG-ES002)

The Light Up
Light Up Your Profits
Both a quality pen and a handy light, the Light Up pen has a push-activated LED light at its point. Great for special clients and a tremendous tool for your promotional agenda! (OMG-ES006)

The Wrapper Pencil
Kids love them!
Wrap up your next marketing campaign with a customized writing instrument to hand out at tradeshows and conferences! These Wrapper pencils are a great way to expand your message whether you choose full or partial barrel imprint. (OMG-ES001)

Smoothly Metallic Grip
Classy and Quick!
Stand out with the Smoothy Metallic Grip pen, featuring a cool metallic finish, polished chrome accents and black trim with a large, soft rubber grip. Choose from five metallic finishes and customize with your logo for maximum visibility. (OMG-ES003)

The Icon
You need it when?
This iconic ballpoint pen features smooth curves on a solid white barrel with matching trim colors. Match your fleet and hand out these inexpensive, yet quality pens to all your clients on every call. (OMG-ES002)

The Light Up
Light Up Your Profits
Both a quality pen and a handy light, the Light Up pen has a push-activated LED light at its point. Great for special clients and a tremendous tool for your promotional agenda! (OMG-ES006)

Fully Customizable!

Stratus Touch Silver
Form, Function and Friggin Fantastic
This iconic design features smooth curves, a pocket clip, and bright colored trim with matching imprint. Choose from 8 different colors and include your personalized custom imprint. (OMG-ES005)

OMG Tow Pen
The name says it all.
Our popular Tow Pen is an inexpensive way to get the color you need. This domestically-made plastic pen features our Eversmooth ink, which promises an extraordinary writing experience. (OMG-ES004)
Translucent Letter Opener
Opens mail. Remember Mail?
Your clients will be appreciative when you hand out the Translucent Letter Opener at your next business event. This letter opener includes an ergonomic design with a steel blade that gets the job done. (OMG-ES007)

Ultra-Thin Firm Surface Mouse Pad
The Desk Essential!
Rule #1: Promote with a passion! This standard-size, ultra-thin mouse pad features a firm round, rectangle or square surface. Choose from either stock backgrounds or customize your own. (OMG-ES009, OMG-ES010)

Collapsible Phone Stand
People Love Their Phones
Take a stand with your marketing campaign when you pick up our collapsible phone stand, perfect for holding portable devices for easy viewing. Choose from five fun colors and customize the base with your logo so your customers remember you the next time they need a tow. (OMG-ES013)

USB Wall Charger
Power up your Brand!
Charge up your promotional efforts with the compact OMG USB Wall Charger! Choose from one of six vibrant colors and customize this item with personalized imprinting that matches your fleet! Add some power to your brand today! (OMG-ES012)

Memo Pads – 4.25” x 5.5”
Scratch that off your stationery bucket list.
A perfect giveaway for repair shops, auto dealers, fleet operators, and even your customers; our non-adhesive note pads are perfect and economical for business or personal use. Communicate your message 24/7 when you place these in high-traffic areas. (OMG-ES011)
Muscle Thunder Calendar
Nothing can “muscle” in on your campaign message with our Muscle Thunder stapled 11” x 10” calendar, featuring high-quality images of American muscle classics! Deliver your message fast in this 13-month, 2016 calendar made with gloss paper stock and a UV-coated cover. (OMG-ES017)

Suction Phone Stand & Cord Wrap Combo
It’s a cool giveaway!
The OMG phone stand and cord wrap doubles as a convenient phone stand while keeping your charging cable neat. What a treat for that irate customer who you want to make smile! (OMG-ES014)

Custom Photo Wall Calendar
This best-selling custom photo monthly wall calendar has 12 sheets of 80 lb. gloss text with front and back covers. Submit your company logo/tagline and 13 custom photos (one per month plus front cover) and we’ll ensure that you have a promotional item that has a year’s worth of personality! (OMG-ES015)

Tow Truck Stress Reliever
Buy a Bunch!
Bring your brand further with this tow truck shaped stress reliever. Measuring 4” x 1 3/4” x 1 5/8”, make a statement and add a little pizzazz by including your customized logo and message! (OMG-ES018)

Single Sheet Year-at-a-Glance Calendar
This single-sheet, span-a-year calendar has four-color printing on one side of the sheet, with four color bar options to choose from. This economical 365-day advertising product is the perfect giveaway item. (OMG-ES016)

Call for Pricing!

MULTIPLE OPTIONS FOR PRINTING AVAILABLE
At OMG, we like to get Personal! When you want to leave an impression, let the product do the talking!

**Valet Key Separator**  
WOW POW NOW!  
For the operator that needs to move quickly while on the road, the valet key separator is the perfect tool for the job. Available in seven translucent colors, this sturdy plastic, 2-piece design allows keys to be easily separated.  
(OMG-PU001)

**Western Saddle Key Tag**  
For the cowboy in you.  
This American-made key tag measures 1 1/2” x 2” and is made from durable plastic material. Available in a wide range of colors, let OMG add a personal message or your company name, website or logo for some brand awareness.  
(OMG-PU002)

**Deco LED Key Light**  
The Key to Success!  
Impress your clients at your next promotional event or special occasion! This thin plastic rectangle keychain with a white LED is available in a variety of colors. Includes a metal split ring and 2 button cell batteries.  
(OMG-PU004)

**Aluminum Bottle / Can Opener Key Ring**  
Who has an opener?  
A perfect combo: keys and opener with your logo and contact information. What customer wouldn't cherish this gift? Our aluminum bottle/can opener key ring opens bottles and flip-top cans, and comes in 6 different colors.  
(OMG-PU006)

**The Nite Owl Key Light**  
Light 'em up!  
Light up the night with the Nite Owl Key Light that comes with a high intensity single white bulb with a squeeze function as well as a metal split key ring. Perfect for a memorable and functional gift.  
(OMG-PU003)

**Aluminum License Plate Key Tag**  
Give your keys some attitude.  
Open the door to success with this vibrantly colored Key Tag! This custom aluminum key tag is domestically made from recycled aluminum and features a 4” ball chain.  
(OMG-PU005)

**The RINGER**  
Keep those keys right where they need to be!  
Rest easy with the knowledge that your keys are secure with our Standard Key Fob! These durable and fun key fobs measure 2 3/16” x 1 7/16”, include a silver split ring, and are available in ten different colors.  
(OMG-PU007)
**Personal Use**

**Tire Gauge Flashlight with Key Ring**
**Combo Mambo**

Check your tire pressure, lower your blood pressure, and light up the night with our Tire Gauge Flashlight with Key Ring. This 50 PSI gauge comes with a push-button-activated LED light, and is available in 5 different colors. Button cell batteries are included. (OMG-PU008)

**.5 oz Hand Sanitizer**
Eliminate the competition like bacteria.

Have dirty hands? Cleanse with our lightly scented, FDA-approved .5 oz hand sanitizer that fits comfortably in your glove compartment and eliminate over 99.9% of germs and bacteria. Approximate size: 1 3/8"W x 2 5/8"H. (OMG-PU010)

**.34 oz Spray Pump Hand Sanitizer**
Do your part!

Our FDA-approved .34 oz Spray Pump Hand Sanitizer comes lightly scented and is effective at eliminating over 99.9% of germs and bacteria. Fits easily in your purse or pocket with a convenient pocket clip. Approximate size: 5 1/4". (OMG-PU009)

**Bug Repellent Wipes**
Wipe out the competition!

Keep those pesky bugs away and invest today in these excellent Bug Repellent Wipes! Featuring 10 wipes per package, these wipes have a pleasant citronella scent. The package comes in lime-green, black or blue, and includes a full color digital label. Measuring 6" x 3 1/2", take this handy package of wipes with you on the go! (OMG-PU011)

**36" Arc Telescopic Folding Automatic Umbrella**
Ready for the Job!

Stay dry with our nylon 36" arc telescopic folding automatic umbrella with a matching sleeve and black handle. Folds to 15" so that you can easily keep one in the trunk of your vehicle. Add on custom imprinting for maximum visibility. Set this aside for a rainy day! Available in beige or black. (OMG-PU012)

**Temporary Tattoos**
It's the little things that count.

Don't overlook these temporary tattoos, they can be great giveaways at your next promotional event. Alternatively, you can leave them on your front desk for the kids to pick up. Customized to your preference, make your brand stand out and add these to your marketing arsenal today! (OMG-PU013)

Call for Pricing!
We have everything you need to kick start your very own apparel marketing campaign. Ensure your drivers and customers stay comfortable around the clock while maximizing your brand visibility!

First Responder Industrial Work Shirt
Tough clothes for tough work.
Towing is not an easy job, and it’s reassuring to know that your work clothes can keep up with the pace. We put the toughest materials and advanced stay-clean technology into our short and long-sleeve industrial work shirts so you can get the most out of them. Made with 65/35 poly/cotton and Touchtex™ technology for superior color retention, soil release and wickability, our industrial work shirts keep it simple and get the job done. (OMG-AT001, OMG-AT002)

Tow Gal Women’s Mini Rib Racerback Tank
Tow-women, this one’s for you!
This women’s mini rib racerback tank is made from 100% ring spun combed cotton and is ideal for 24/7 casual comfort. Available in a variety of colors, let OMG personalize it for you with custom imprinting for maximum brand visibility. (OMG-AT008)

Hanes Beefy-T™ - 100% Cotton T-Shirt
Sweat it off.
These Hanes’ Beefy-T™ Cotton T-shirt are made with 100% ring spun cotton, allowing you comfort as well as freedom of movement when out working on the road. Added features include shoulder-to-shoulder taping and double-needle sleeves. A second version is available featuring a 5-point left chest pocket. (OMG-AT006, OMG-AT007)

Mr. Authority Long Sleeve Easy Care Shirt
Keep it classy.
These wash-and-wear shirts are made with wrinkle-resistant 55/45 cotton/poly, and come with button-down collars, adjustable cuffs, and dyed-to-match buttons. The Women’s version comes without the patch pocket and the box back pleat. Available in a variety of colors with custom imprinting options, these shirts are made to be a cut above the competition so you and your staff can be too. (OMG-AT003, OMG-AT004)

Mr. Authority K500 Polos
Simply Professional
Giving you all the comfort without sacrificing professionalism, our classic polo is anything but ordinary. Made with 65/35 poly/cotton pique, including flat knit collar and cuffs, dyed-to-match metal buttons, and side vents, this shirt features superior wrinkle and shrink resistance. (OMG-AT005)
The Recovery Bill Cap
Wear It Everywhere.
This value priced cap has a contrast sandwich bill and an unstructured look for up-to-date style. Made from 100% cotton twill and featuring a hook and loop closure, this cap is available in a variety of colors. Soon, your drivers and customers will be adding this cap to their outfits. (OMG-AT009)

Perfect Reflection Snag-Resistant T-Shirt
Get your brand noticed even in the dark.
Stay safe on the jobsite in this high-visibility T-Shirt that works as hard as you do. ANSI/ISEA Class 3 certified and made from 100% polyester, added features include a left chest pocket, snag-resistance, rib-knit crewneck, and 2” wide reflective taping on front, back and sleeves. Long-sleeve version also available in both colors. Make sure you are noticed, especially in the dark! (OMG-AT012, OMG-AT013)

Backcountry Snapback Towing Cap
Right when you need it, just like you!
This 5-panel, structured cap has meshed mid and back panels for superior ventilation and a trend-right snapback closure for an easily adjustable fit. Available in a variety of colors, customize with your logo so your customers know who to thank when they use it. (OMG-AT010)

Disposable Rain Poncho
Stay untouched from the weather
When the weather turns foul, your brand will be there to save the day! A great giveaway item for quick protection from the elements, this disposable rain poncho is made of 16 mm PVC and includes a clear pouch. This one-size-fits-all, 50” x 38” item is offered in several bright colors. Custom imprinting is available on the pouch. (OMG-AT015)

Perfect Reflection Two-Tone Mesh Vest
Safety First
Put safety first with this ANSI/SEA Class 3 certified Two Tone Mesh Vest, made from 100% polyester and featuring a hook & loop closure, 2” Silver Reflective Tape with contrasting trim, one left chest 2-tier & 4-division pocket, and one lower right inside pocket. (OMG-AT014)

Knit Hat
Keep warm and get noticed.
For those cold winter days, this 100% acrylic, one-size-fits-all knit hat is a great giveaway for towers and customers alike. Stay warm and get your brand noticed when you add your logo to this knit hat. (OMG-AT011)
Slow Down, Move Over.

Five simple words that can help save lives and make our nation’s towmen get home to their families safely after a long day on the road.

The OMG Move Over Collection strives to raise awareness of the Move Over Laws by featuring items meant to help towmen stay visible. As co-producers of American Towman TV for the past 4 years, we’ve reported on too many avoidable accidents. Call us today to outfit your crew and customers while educating the motoring public. Moving over is more than easy, it’s the law.

Before your team hits the road, make sure they can be seen in all lighting conditions with our Reflective Vehicle Magnets (OMG-MV001). When your towing pride and glory rolls out, make sure it is backed by our “Move It” series of customized Bumper Stickers (OMG-MV004) aimed at raising Move Over awareness. In the early afternoon when the sun is shining, promote the law and your company with a Sun Shade (OMG-MV005) featuring your brand prominently on the windshield. When you get the call to help a stranded roadside vehicle, put on your company Vented Hardhat (OMG-MV006) and make sure motorists give you the space you need to safely operate with our Imprinted Traffic Cones (OMG-MV003). As the sun sets, you’ve taken additional caution by using our reflective clips (OMG-MV002) throughout the recovery environment. Spend the day and night being productive and safe — Towman out!

Slow Down, Move Over.

Five simple words that can help save lives and make our nation’s towmen get home to their families safely after a long day on the road.

The OMG Move Over Collection strives to raise awareness of the Move Over Laws by featuring items meant to help towmen stay visible. As co-producers of American Towman TV for the past 4 years, we’ve reported on too many avoidable accidents. Call us today to outfit your crew and customers while educating the motoring public. Moving over is more than easy, it’s the law.

Before your team hits the road, make sure they can be seen in all lighting conditions with our Reflective Vehicle Magnets (OMG-MV001). When your towing pride and glory rolls out, make sure it is backed by our “Move It” series of customized Bumper Stickers (OMG-MV004) aimed at raising Move Over awareness. In the early afternoon when the sun is shining, promote the law and your company with a Sun Shade (OMG-MV005) featuring your brand prominently on the windshield. When you get the call to help a stranded roadside vehicle, put on your company Vented Hardhat (OMG-MV006) and make sure motorists give you the space you need to safely operate with our Imprinted Traffic Cones (OMG-MV003). As the sun sets, you’ve taken additional caution by using our reflective clips (OMG-MV002) throughout the recovery environment. Spend the day and night being productive and safe — Towman out!

ASK ABOUT OUR STATE-SPECIFIC, CUSTOMIZED BUMPER STICKERS!